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February 12, 2003 LICENSE SUA-1341 
DOCKET NO. 40-8502 

Mr. Dan Gillen, Chief 
Fuel Cycle Licensing Branch, FCSS 
c/o Document Control Desk 
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20555 

Subject: Revised Replacement Pages for the 1996 License Renewal 

Application and the December 2000 Decommissioning Plan 

Dear Mr. Gillen: 

Nineteen pages from the 1996 License Renewal Application and three pages from the 

December 2000 Decommissioning Plan (Revised June 2001) have been revised or 

added, to include updated changes. Note that all of these changes have been 
approved by the Wyoming DEQ as NonSignificnt Revisions. The revisions did not fall 
under the guidelines of License Section 9.4 (Performance Based License Condition) 
and, therefore a review by a Safety and Environmental Review Panel (SERP) was not 

needed. These revised and added pages are enclosed for placement into the 
documents as summarized below.  

1996 LICENSE RENEWAL APPLICATION - Replacement & Added Pages 
(R8 Revisions) 

Pages 3-18, 3-18a and 3-18b 
These pages describe and illustrate a method to repair wells which fail integrity testing.  

The original page 3-18 of the License Renewal Application, mentioned well repair but 

did not specify any methods. Note that pages 3-18a and 3-18b are added pages.  

Pages 6-8, 6-9 and 6-10 
These pages more accurately describe the pH control method used for permeate 
injection solution and the use of metal reductants during groundwater restoration. Note 

that no new chemical agents were added for use in these sections. The revision of 
these pages allowed for page 6-9a to be eliminated.  

Page 6-28 and 6-28a 
Page 6-28 lists additional decommissioning disposal options for non-contaminated 
concrete. Note that page 6-28a is an added page which contains part of the original 
page 6-28. C) 
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Mr. Dan Gillen 
February 12, 2003 
Page 2 of 2 

1996 LICENSE RENEWAL APPLICATION - Replacement & Added Pages 
(continued) 

Page 6-32 through 6-32d 
Page 6-32 lists 2 additional well plugging methods and describes a variation to one of 

the existing methods. The additional methods (bentonite chips and cement) are 
common plugging practices which are accepted by the DEQ. The use of bentonite fluid 
was deleted, as preferred by the DEQ. Pages 6-32a through 6-32d are illustrations of 

the well abandonment methods discussed in page 6-32.  

Pages ix, 6-41 through 6-44 and 6-49 
These pages lists the reclamation seed mixture changes recommended by the DEQ in 

a letter dated February 4, 2002. The revisions to these pages allowed for pages 6-45 
through 6-48 to be eliminated.  

DECOMMISSIONING PLAN - Replacement Pages 
(R1 Revisions) 

Pages 42 and 43 
These pages reference the well plugging methods listed on revised page 6-32 of the 
License Renewal Application.  

Page 49 
This page lists the decommissioning disposal options for non-contaminated concrete 
given on revised pages 6-28 and 6-28a of the License Renewal Application.  

Please contact me if you have any questions regarding these revised or added pages 
for the License Renewal Application and the Decommissioning Plan.  

Sincerely, 

Vaselin 

Radiation Safety Officer 

Enclosures 

cc: Donna Wichers - COGEMA 
Division Director - NRC, Region IV

WP\2003 MEMO\NRC-NSR



successive attempts to reseat the packers the well leakage is still greater than 10% 

of the test pressure, the well is deemed incompetent. Incompetent wells needed ,R8 

for operational purposes will be repaired if possible or replaced and pass an integrity test 

before being placed into service. Integrity test records for all wells will be kept on file.  

Repairs may be accomplished for injection wells by inserting drop pipe (rated for at least 

200 psi) into the failed casing to a depth below the casing failure and into the host mining 

zone. K packers, or other suitable packers, will be attached to the bottom of the drop pipe 

to seal water from entering the failed section of well casing. The void between the drop 

pipe and the original casing will be sealed with cement and/or bentonite. The drop pipe 

will then pass an integrity test before being placed into service.  

Incompetent wells which are not repaired will be plugged and abandoned as described 

in Section 6.2.3.1 4R8 

Based on the depth of the ore zones and corresponding sandstone fracture pressures, 

the maximum operating pressure at the Irigaray site has been set at 120 psig.  

Accordingly, cased wells are tested at a pressure of 144 psig. At Christensen, the 

maximum operating pressure is 140 psi, and cased wells are tested at a pressure of 168 

psig.  

3.3.2.3 Abandoned Exploration Drill Holes 

Approximately 8,000 exploration holes were drilled over the 14,000 acre Christensen 

Ranch permit area during the period of 1967 through 1986 to establish the uranium ore 

reserves. An equal number exist on the extended Irigaray property, north and south of 

the existing permit boundary. A listing of the Christensen Ranch holes and their locations 

is given in Appendix D5, Geology, of the original permit application. A listing of 

exploration holes within the Irigaray permit area is also found in Appendix D5 of that 

original permit application.  

In the case of Christensen Ranch, exploration holes that were drilled prior to 1979 were 

abandoned by sealing with drill and natural muds defined as drill muds commonly used 

to drill plug and core holes. No additional materials were added to increase viscosity.  

Holes drilled during and after 1979 were abandoned by sealing with fortified drill muds 

defined as T.D. or abandonment muds as required by Wyoming Statutes (W.S.) 35-11

404. Prior to commencement of mining, exploration holes drilled prior to 1979 which are 

within proposed mine unit boundaries will be
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relocated, to the extent possible, and resealed from total depth to the surface with 

approved abandonment muds or cement slurry, according to W.S. 35-11-404. All 

holes will be marked at the surface for future recognition. The same practice will be 

used in the future for any Irigaray mine unit development.  

3.3.3 WELL FIELD OPERATIONS 

3.3.3.1 Lixiviant Composition 

The lixiviant is the mining solution which is used to solubilize the uranium from the 

ore deposit. The lixiviant composition is designed to reverse the natural geochemical 

conditions which led to the uranium deposition. After injection into the mineralized 

zone, the solution is pumped to the surface for uranium extraction. Following the 

removal of uranium, the groundwater is ref ortified with lixiviant and reinjected into the 

mineralized zone. This cycle continues until mining is complete.  

3-18a
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Repair Method for Injection Wells

Centralizer

Centralizer

Centralizer

Annulus

'or packer) .---

UndE

- 2 inch drop pipe 

Casing 

Failure 

Reamed 
Hole

I I" 7 ' 

"I I" " I' " 

-rream ,-I-,' 

-----------

Pilot Hole

3-18b

Procedure

1. Place a cement basket (or 
packer) onto the end of a 2" 
drop pipe.  

2. Set bottom of drop pipe at a 
depth below the top of the 
host sand, using centralizers 
as needed. Attach 1" 
removable trim-line to drop 
pipe.  

3. Pump cement slurry (and/or 
bentonite) via trim line into 
annulus between casing and 
drop pipe.  

4. Integrity test the 2" drop pipe.

* Well will be suitable for 
use only as an injection well 

after the repair is completed.  

"~ • Repair Cement 
and/or Bentonite 

Cement 

COGEMA 
(R8 Revision. Dec. 2002) Mining, Inc.
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rate. As the RO unit has proven to be efficient at removing approximately 95% of all ions, 
additional uranium and radium-226 removal is not thought to be necessary. Wellfield flow 

rates during the RO/permeate injection phase will again vary based upon aquifer 
properties, but are expected to range from 200 to 500 gpm depending upon the size of the 
area undergoing restoration.  

Operation of the RO unit requires chemical additions before and after processing. Prior 

to processing, antiscalants such as sodium hexametaphosphate or polycarboxylic acid are 

required to prevent fouling of the RO membranes. Additionally, pH control is required prior 

to the RO unit (sulfuric acid is added to create an acidic condition for processing), and after 

processing to raise the pH to baseline wellfield pH levels (addition of sodium hydroxide).  

Other additions to the permeate will consist of the addition of reducing chemicals for 4R7 
metals reduction underground, or the use of another metal heavy precipitant such as 

polythiocarbonate, if necessary (allowed for pilot use only in the Irigaray wellfields). As 

the pH control of the injected permeate and metals reduction are key elements for the 

success of the restoration program, these will be discussed in more detail following.  

Control of Permeate Injection pH 

In some mine units, the baseline groundwater pH approaches 9.0 standard 
units. In order to achieve this baseline value, adjustment of the permeate 
pH level prior to injection must be accomplished. Prior to injection, the ,R8 
premeate may be decarbonated in a stripping column to reduce the 
concentration of dissolved carbon dioxide in solution. which will in turn raise 

the . Sodium hydroxide (caustic soda) may be used to adjust the pH of the 

permeate stream to a pH ofu•ptoA1 prior to injection. The higher pH level 

for the permeate will not only bring the groundwater back to the baseline pH 
range, but could also in itself create a more reducing environment 
underground for chemical precipitation.  

Metals Reduction 

If the aquifer is left highly oxidized (which occurs during mining),metals and 
other constituents will continue to leach and remain at higher than desired 

levels during and after restoration. Accordingly. it may be necessary to alter -4R8 

the oxygenated environment during restoration by the addition of one or more 

of the chemical agents described below. The amount of chemical agent 

applied will ultimately depend upon the redox potential (Eh) of the well field 
at the time of the addition and the agent as a reductant. The chemical agents 
that may be used as oxygen scavengers or metals reductants during the 
restoration process include primarily sulfur-based compounds, ranging from 
hydrogen sulfide gas (H2S) and sodium sulfide (NaS) to other sodium-sulfur 
reductants such as sodium bisulfite 

(R8 Revision, December2002)
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(NaHSO3). sodium metabisulfite (Na2S205) and sodium sulfite (Na2SO3) -4R8 
Hydrogen sulfide gas has been successfully used for restoration at Irigaray 
Units 1 through 3 and the Christensen Ranch R & D located within Mine Unit 
5. and sodium sulfide has been used as an oxygen scavenger in solutions 
prior to injection. The other sodium-sulfur compounds are expected to react 
similarly to the hydrogen sulfide gas and sodium sulfide. The choice of 
which reductant to use will be dependent upon the post-mining water quality, 
pH. Eh and the type of metals to be reduces.  

Additionally, another compound with the trade name of Thio-Red !1 may be .4R8 
used which is a liquid organo-sulfur polymer (polythiocarbonate). Thio
Red II has no hazardous ingredients or breakdown products; its affinity for 
heavy metals is a characteristic of the polythiocarbonate, which will not react 
with other cations. The product is used by industry for heavy metals recovery 
from underground waters, waste oils, general wastewater treatment 
operations, and is used as a polishing agent for removing heavy metals for 
effluent discharge compliance. Bench scale testing of Thio-Red II was 
conducted at the Irigaray laboratory in 1990. No adverse reactions 
were noted either during introduction to lixiviant or permeate.  
In 1991, the DEQ and NRC approved Thio-Red II for use in a limited test 4R8 
area at Irigaray. However, the product was never tested at Irigaray. If the 
use of Thio-Red il were deemed necessary during future restoration at 
Christensen, the use would again be limited to one mine unit proir to full
scale usage and would be subject to regulatory approval. The unit identified 
for testing would be chosen by COGEMA based upon water quality analysis.  
When using hydrogen sulfide gas. as well as any other sulfur-based 
reductants that could result in some release of hydrogen sulfide gas, 
COGEMA will institute proper safety precautions. In April 1991. a hydrogen 
sulfide safety program was submitted to the WDEQ and NRC. and was 
approved by the NRC through license condition. This plan will be the basis 
for the safety procedures used during reductant usage, and will be updated 
on an ongoing basis as dictated by new technology or operational conditions.
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6.1.2.3 Recirculation 

At the completion of the permeate injection phase, the water quality in the vicinity of the 
injection wells will have the characteristics of the injected permeate. In order to 
homogenize the aquifer, the wellfield will be operated by withdrawing from the recovery 
wells and injecting the recovered solutions into the injections wells. No treatment of the 
circulated water would be performed with the exception that a small amount of 
reductant may be added to insure the depletion of oxygen during the process.  

The recirculation phase may be operated for up to one pore volume. Minimal water 
discharges are planned to be produced during the recirculation, as the wellfield flow 
rates will be maintained in a balanced mode. The active restoration period will be 
completed at the end of the recirculation phase.  

6.1.2.4 Stabilization Monitoring 

A post-restoration stabilization monitoring period of nine months is typically instituted at 
the end of restoration. Within this time frame, the designated restoration wells are 
sampled at the beginning, then at the end of every three month period, providing a total 
of four samples during the nine month period of stability monitoring. The samples are 
analyzed for a full suite of chemical and radiological analyses. As the aquifer requires 
time to equilibrate after the active restoration, more frequent sampling of these wells is 
not recommended.  

Monitor wells are typically sampled on a quarterly basis during the post-restoration 

stability period. Analyses include the three excursion parameters.  

6.1.3 PROPOSED RESTORATION PROGRAM 

The proposed restoration program for future mining activities at both Christensen 
Ranch and Irigaray is essentially identical to that approved for the Irigaray Units 4 
through 9, 'Aquifer Restoration and Wellfield Decommissioning, Units 4 through 9, 
March, 1995". Anticipated flow and volumes given below are considered typical and will 
vary depending upon local aquifer properties and the area undergoing restoration:

6-10
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2: Removal to another licensed facility for either use or permanent 
disposal.  

3: Decontamination to meet unrestricted use criteria for release, sale 

or other non-restricted use by the landowner and others.  

It is most likely that process buildings will be dismantled and moved to another 4R8 

location on the site or to a permanent licensed disposal facility. Concrete floors and 

foundations will be surveyed for release. If the material is contaminated it will either 

be shipped to a licensed disposal site or decontaminated for other options. If the 

concrete is not contaminated (or decontaminated), it may either be disposed of in a 

convential landfill, used for erosion control, or placed in on-site excavations (example: 

evaporation ponds excavations). For on-site disposal, the demolished concrete rubble 

will be buried at a minimum of four feet below the final reclaimed surface, exclusive 

of the replaced topsoil thickness. The landowner, however, could request that a 4R8 

building or other structures be left on site for his use. In this case, the building will be 

decontaminated to meet unrestricted use criteria.  

Disposal at a Licensed Facility 

If a piece of process equipment is to be moved to another licensed area the following 

procedures may be used.  

1: Flush inside of tanks, pumps, pipes, etc., with water or acid to reduce 

interior contamination as necessary for safe handling.  

2: The exterior surfaces of process equipment will be surveyed for 

contamination. If the surfaces are found to be contaminated the 

equipment will be washed down and decontaminated to permit safe 

handling.  

3: The equipment will be disassembled only to the degree necessary for 

transportation. All openings, pipe fittings, vents, etc., will be plugged or 

covered prior to moving equipment from the plant building.  

4: Equipment in the building, such as large tanks, may be transported on 

flatbed trailers. Smaller items, such as links of pipe and ducting material, 

may be placed in plastic lined covered dump trucks or drummed in barrels 

for delivery to the receiving facility.  

5: Contaminated buried process trunk lines and sump drain lines will be 

excavated and removed for transportation to a licensed disposal facility.
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6: All other miscellaneous contaminated material will be transported to a 
licensed disposal facility.  

Disposal To Unrestricted Use 

If a piece of equipment is to be released for unrestricted use it will be appropriately 
surveyed before leaving the licensed area. Both interior and exterior surfaces will be 

6-28a
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Well Plugging and Abandonment

All wells no longer useful to continued mining or restoration operations will be abandoned.  
These include all injection and recovery wells, monitor wells and any other wells within the 
mine unit used for the collection of hydrologic or water quality data or incidental monitoring 
purposes. The only known exception at this time may be a well which could be transferred 
to the landowner for domestic or livestock use.  

The objective of COGEMA's well abandonment program is to seal and abandon all wells 

in such a manner as to assure the groundwater supply is protected and to eliminate any 
potential physical hazard. The abandonment procedures contained herein are designed 
to comply with Wyoming Statute 35-11-404 and applicable regulations of the Department 

of Environmental Quality, Land and Water Quality Divisions and the Wyoming State 
Engineer's Office.  

Three abandonment methods may be used depending upon costs at the time of 4R8 
decommissioning. The first method consists of placing bentonite chips in the bottom 
75 feet and upper 30 feet of the well with the intermediate volume filled with gravel. This 

method is currently used in the financial surety estimate for reclamation. A variation of this 
method may be used for wells with large completed intervals and/or open holes, whereby 
the lower portion would be filled with gravel instead of bentonite chips. When this variation 
is used, the lower 75 feet of bentonite chips will be started at least 10 feet below the 

bottom of the casing to insure sealing of the well annulus in addition to the lower casing.  
The second plugging method consists of placing bentonite chips throughout the entire well 

bore, without the use of any gravel filler. The third method consists of placing only cement 

throughout the entire well bore. The cement mix would meet the same specifications given 

in Section 3.3.2.1 for well completions. After well plugging. the surface casing is cut off 
approximately two feet below the ground and a permanent tag identifying the well is 

attached to the top of the cement plug or cement cone. The hole where the surface casing 

was removed will be backfilled to the surface using local surface material. Surface 
reclamation procedures described in Section 6.3 will then be implemented. Records of 

abandoned wells will be tabulated and reported to the appropriate agencies after 

decommissioning. The tabulation will include the well name, permit number, total depth, 

aquife" or zone of completion, casing type and date and method of abandonment.  

6.2.3.2 Buried Trunklines. Pipes and Equipment 

Buried process related piping such as injection and recovery lines will be removed from the 

mine unit undergoing decommissioning. Salvageable lines will be held for use in ongoing 

mining operations. Lines that are not reusable may either be assumed to be 

(R8 Revision, December 2002)
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Well Abandonment Method 1 
Bentonite Chip and Gravel Fill

Cement Cone

Well Casing_ 

Annulus

t.6

0 
r

O

Procedure

0 
N 

0) 
CD 

C
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1. Check for obstructions and 
measure TD of Hole.  

2. Prepare abandonment form 
with calculated volumes of 
materials.  

3. Plug bottom 75 feet with 
bentonite chips Record 
depth to top of material.  

4. Fill intermediate zone with 
gravel. Record depth.  

5. Plug upper 30 feet with 
bentonite chips 

6. Cut casing 2 feet below 
surface.  

7. Place a cement cone and 
metal marker on top.  

8. Reclaim surface.

Bentonite Chip 

Gravel Fill

Cement

Pilot Hole
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Well Abandonment Method 1 - Variation 
Bentonite Chip and Gravel Fill, with Gravel Fill in Bottom 

Cement Cone 

Procedure 

Well Casing . 1. Check for obstructions and 
measure TD of Hole 

2. Prepare abandonment form 
with calculated volumes of 
materials.  

Annulus -,,, Reamed 0 3. Fill lower portion of hole and Rea,,, underream interval with 
gravel Measure and record 

a,, depth of top.  

4. Plug 75 feet with bentonite 
chips. Record depth to top of 
material.  

." '5 Fill intermediate zone with 
gravel. Record depth.  

6. Plug upper 30 feet with 
bentonite chips 
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8. Place a cement cone and 
metal marker on top.  
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Well Abandonment Method 2 
Bentonite Chip Only

Cement Cone

Well Casing_ 

Annulus

Casing 
* Failure 

Reamed 
Hole

Procedure

Bentonite Chip 

Gravel Fill 

Cement

Pilot Hole
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1. Check for obstructions and 
measure TD of Hole.  

2. Prepare abandonment form 
with calculated volumes of 
materials.  

3. Plug entire well with 
bentonite chips. Record 
amount of material used.  

4. Cut casing 2 feet below 
surface.  

5. Place a cement cone and 
metal marker on top.  

6. Reclaim surface.
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Well Abandonment Method 3 
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6.3.3.1 Irigaray Site Characteristics

Detailed information regarding baseline vegetation for the Irigaray site can be found in 
"Attachment 6 to Appendix D in the WDEQ Application for Irigaray". Quantative baseline 
data including cover, production denisity, species composition and frequency information 
is included. The information was derived from a study of approximately 4,700 acres in the 
mine area. In general, the Irigaray site vegetative cover consists of a series of 
interdigitating sagebrush and sagebrush-grass complexes.  

6.3.3.2 Christensen Ranch Site Characteristics 

Data obtained from the pre-mining vegetation study has been considered during the 
development of the revegetation plan, 'Appendix D8 of the Christensen Ranch Amendment 
Application". The pre-mining study identified eight distinct vegetation mapping units. They 
include agricultural, disturbed, pine break, cheatgrass, bottomland sagebrush, grassland, 
riparian and upland sagebrush grassland units. Pine break and agricultural units were not 
considered for reclamation because they will not be disturbed and represent a very small 
percentage of the area. The cheatgrass unit was not considered for reclamation because 
it is of little value in the re-establishment of an ecologically sound plant community and is 
not consistent with the post-mining reclamation uses and goals. Although the 
cheatgrasses are ubiquitous throughout the permit area, pure stands of these species 
(Bromus tectorum and Bromus japonicus) usually occur on disturbed and overused areas 
where plant succession has been interrupted or set back.  

The four plant communities considered during reclamation planning are the bottomland 
sagebrush, grassland, riparian and upland sagebrush grassland. These four mapping 
units represent 96.7% of the Christensen Ranch area. The degree of disturbance to each 

type is anticipated to be roughly the same percentage as their occurrence in the area, 

which are 28% bottomland sagebrush, 5.4% grassland, 1.6% riparian and 61.7% upland 
sagebrush/grassland. The remaining 3.3% includes the other four mapping units 
discussed initially.  

6.3.3.3 Seed Maxtures 

The seed mixes to be used for permanent reclamation are provided in Table 6-5 for 4R8 
privately owned uplands, public uplands and riparian uplands. This revised table was 
proposed by the WDEO on 2-4-2002 to provide one mix which is compatible for both 
the Irigaray and Christensen Ranch sites. The revision also incorporates 
recommendations by a Wyoming seed company. Table 6-5 lists ten native grasses.  
nine native shrubs, and three forbs to provide a diversified cover which is suitable for 
livestock and wildlife.  

6.3.3.4 Christensen Ranch Seed Mixes 
Deleted with R8 revision
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TABLE 6.5 
SEED MIXES FOR PERMANENT RECLAMATION 

Seed mixes and rates in pounds per acre of Pure Live Seed (PLS)

Private Public Riparian 

Life Form and Species Uplands Uplands Uplands 

Cool Season Grasses 

Agropyron dasystachyum 
Thickspike wheatgrass 2 2 4 
Agropyron smithii 
Western wheatgrass 2 2 4 
Agropyron spicatum inerme 
Beardless bluebunch wheatgrass 1 1 
Agropyron trachycaulum 
Slender wheatgrass 2 2 3 
Elymus iunceus 
Russian wildrye .5 .5 

Oryzopsis hymenoides 
Indian ricegrass .5 .5 
Poa patensis 
Kentucky bluegrass 
Poa secunda 
Sandberg bluegrass 1 1 
,9tipa viddula 
Green needle grass 1 1 

Warm Season Grasses 

Bouteloua gracilis 
Blue grama 2 2 

Forbs 

Medicago sativa 
Alfalfa .25-.5 
Vicia americana 
American vetch .25-.5 .25-.5 .25-.5 
Dalea purpurea 
Purple prairie clover .25-.5 

(R8 revision: August 2002) 
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Table 6.5 Continued

Private Public Riparian 
Life Form and Species Uplands Uplands Uplands 

Subshrubs 

Artemisia frigida 
Fringed sagewort .1 .1 
Ceratoides lanata 
Winterfat .5 .5 

Full shrubs 
Artemisia cana 
Silver sagebrush - - .25 
Artemisia tridentata 
Big sagebrush - .25 

Atriplex canescens 
Fourwing saltbrush 5 .5 
Chrysothamnus nauseosus 
Rubber rabbitbrush .1 .1 

Prunus virginiana 
Common chokecherry - - .25 
Ribes alreum 
Golden current .25 
Rosawoodsoi 
Wood rose .25 

Minimum Seed Mix Summary PLS/Acre 
Cool Season Grasses 12.0 10.0 13.0 
Warm Season Grasses 0.0 2.0 0.0 
Forbs .5 .5 .5 
Sub-shrubs .6 .6 0.0 
Shrubs .6 .85 1.0 
Minimum Total Mix 13.2 13.95 14.5
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6.3.3.5 Reseeding Methods

Seeding will be done by drilling or broadcasting depending upon upon the size of the 4R8 
area, slope, time of planting, species seeded and other factors. A range drill will be used 
for seeding grasses, forbs and shrub species along the contours on larger areas where 
slope conditions are less than thirty percent. All seed mixtures drilled will be applied at the 
rate tabulated in Table 6.5 and drilled to a depth of 1/4" to 1/2". Broadcast seeding will be 
used on areas with steep slopes (over thirty percent) and for seeding additional shrubs if 
necessary. Harrowing or raking will follow broadcast seeding whenever possible. The seed 
rate for a given seed mixture will be doubled for areas where seeds are broadcast.  

The pre-mining plant communities are dominated by cool-season grasses and final 
reclamation seed mixes are composed of cool-season grasses. Shrub species will initially 
be planted with the grasses. There are no present plans to use a two-stage seeding 
program and, due to the nature of the mining disturbance, opportunities for using live 
topsoil are not likely except in the well fields. If early evaluation of initially seeded areas 
indicates poor establishment of shrubs and low species diversity, an interseeding program 
may be considered. If interseeding becomes necessary, consideration will be given to the 
addition of dominant warm-season grasses, hand-broadcasting of shrub species in 
drainage bottoms, along side slopes and in the lee of rock piles and outcrops to add 
diversity to the habitats. This would increase cover and edge effect as well as shrub 
density. If adequate shrub densities are not established using the above methods, 
additional direct planting of shrub pads or tublings in low density clusters will be 
considered.  

Seeding will be done either during the fall after October 15 and prior to the ground freezing 
or during early spring before April 15. Spring seeding may be extended into May in some 
years depending on site weather and soil conditions. Fall seeding will be preferred in most 
cases to take advantage of the soil moisture conditions and avoid the use of machinery 
during the spring when soils tend to be saturated with moisture.  

6.3.3.6 Management of Newly Seeded Areas 

Post-mining management practices will include the protection of newly seeded areas from 
livestock grazing by fencing the livestock out until the newly established plant community 
is capable of maintaining itself under normal management practices. No major attempt will 
be made to exclude wildlife; type III livestock fencing will be used. The Land Quality 
Division, COGEMA and the landowner will work together to develop an acceptable grazing 
plan to reintroduce domestic livestock to the various reclaimed areas.  

No irrigation of reclaimed areas is planned. If any significant stands of noxious weeds are 
noted, they will be controlled by either physical or chemical means as suggested 
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4.0 Decommissioning 

Final decommissioning and demolition work will likely be performed by COGEMA personnel and 

outside contractor(s). In either case, the workers will receive industrial and radiation safety training 

according to the Section 8.2 of this plan. The radiation safety department will supervise 

decommissioning activities as described in Section 8.0. Section 5.0 lists the disposal options and 

survey requirements for decommissioned equipment, materials and structures. Those items that 

cannot be economically decontaminated below the releasable limits will be disposed of as outlined 

in Section 5.4. Other materials to be disposed of as byproduct material are process resins, sludge, 

and contaminated soils. Decommissioning procedures are given below for the three main areas: 

wellfields, process facilities, and waste ponds.  

Groundwater restoration is beyond the intended scope of this decommissioning plan. The reader is 

referred to the January 1996 License Renewal Application (COGEMA. 1996).  

4.1 Wellfields 

4.1.1 Well Plugging and Abandonment 

All wells will be plugged and abandoned in accordance with Section 6 of COGEMA, 1996. Wells 

include all injection and recovery wells, monitoring wells, and any other wells within the mine unit 

used for the collection of hydrologic or water quality data or incidental monitoring purposes. The 

only known exception at this time may be wells that could be transferred to the landowner for 

domestic or livestock use.  

The objective of COGEMAS's well-abandonment program is to seal and abandon the wells in such 

a manner as to assure the groundwater supply is protected and to eliminate any potential physical 

hazard. The abandonment procedures are designed to comply with Wyoming Statute 35-11-404 and 

applicable regulations of the Department of Environmental Quality, Land and Water Quality 

Divisions and the Wyoming State Engineer's Office.  

Sentence deleted (R1 Revision, Aug. 2002)
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Three plugging methods are described in Section 6 of the 1996 License Renewal Application R1 

(COGEMA, 1996). These methods consist of using bentonite chips, cement, or a combination of 

bentonite chips and gravel. Once plugged. the well casings will be cut off approximately two feet 

below the around surface and a permanent tag identifving the well will be attached to the top of the 

cement plug or a cement cone. A well abandonment report consistent with the requirements of 

Wyoming Statute 35-11-404 (e) will be filed with the Administrator of the Land Quality Division 

and the State Engineer's Office upon completion of the wellfield decommissioning.  

4.1.2 Trunk Lines, Pipes, and Wellfield Equipment 

Surface piping used for wellfield activities, such as injection and recovery well lines or trunk lines 

will be removed from the wellfields along with the meters and other related equipment. The 

underground piping (well lines and trunk lines) will either be excavated and removed, or surveyed 

to assure that they meet release criteria and left in place. If left in place, surveys will be conducted 

at all traps and other appropriate interior access points, provided that contamination at these locations 

is likely to be representative. If the residual contamination levels are above the release criteria the 

section of buried pipe will either be decontaminated in place or removed. As discussed in Section 

3.4, decontamination of buried piping can be accomplished by soaking and/or flushing the pipe 

interior with a dilute hydrochloric acid solution. The pipe will first be isolated so that the solution 

cannot enter a well or spill onto the ground. Once the decontamination process is completed for 

sections of pipe, the pipe will be purged with air or water to ensure that it is emptied. The 

decontamination solution will either be stored in a tank for further use or disposed of in an 

evaporation pond.  

While COGEMA believes that piping can be decontaminated to release limits in place, pipe buried 

less than two-feet deep will be removed to prevent it from being exposed by erosion or routine 

ranching activities. The removal of the piping is an ALARA initiative to minimize the potential for 

any human contact with the pipe. Buried piping should not result in any human radiation exposure 

since land-use options other than animal grazing are not anticipated for the decommissioned site.  
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unrestricted building(s). Soil sampling and analysis are discussed in Section 7.0. Concrete floors R1 

and foundations will be surveyed for release. If the material is contaminated it will either be shipped 

to a licensed disposal site or decontaminated for other options. If the concrete is not contaminated 

(or decontaminated), it may either be disposed of in a conventional landfill, used for erosion control, 

or placed in on-site excavations (example: evaporation pond excavations). For on-site disposal, the 

demolished concrete rubble will be buried at a minimum of four feet below the final reclaimed 

surface, exclusive of the replaced topsoil thickness.  

5.3 Contaminated Equipment, Materials, and Buildings Transferred to Another Licensee 

Salvageable contaminated equipment such as tanks, pumps, reverse osmosis filtration units, along 

with small movable structures such as wellfield module buildings, may be transferred to another 

licensed facility. If the surface contamination exceeds the limits for unrestricted use, the equipment 

or structures will be shipped to the licensed facility as per DOT regulations 49 CFR. SOP HP-25, 

Transferring Contaminated Equipment or Materials Between NRC Licensees, outlines the 

regulations and procedures for such transfers. In most cases the equipment or structures will be 

shipped as Surface Contaminated Object (SCO-I), DOT regulations 49 CFR 173.427, UN2913, or 

as Empty Packages as Excepted Packages, DOT regulations 49 CFR 173.428, UN 2910. Equipment 

and structures will be free of any loose exterior contamination and drained of any process liquids 

prior to shipment. When tanks are shipped as an empty package, all bottom pipe connections or 

drains will be sealed. If necessary the equipment or structure will be washed to insure that the 

exterior contamination is not easily removable. External exposure and contamination surveys will 

be conducted and documented to insure the DOT limits in 49 CFR 173.427 (a) (1), 173.441 and 

173.443 are met. Surface contaminated objects (SCO-1) will be transported as an exclusive use 

shipment in a strong tight container that prevents leakage of the radioactive contents under normal 

conditions of transport, as specified in 173.427(b) (3).  

5.4 Contaminated Equipment, Materials, and Buildings Disposed of as Byproduct Material 

Byproduct material includes equipment, materials and dismantled structure sections not covered by 

Section 5.3 and which cannot be economically decontaminated below the releasable limits. Also 

categorized as byproduct material are process resins, sludges, and contaminated soils. Byproduct 
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